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a b s t r a c t

Neuroimaging studies have shown that a left fronto-temporo-parietal cerebral network is

recruited in the comprehension of both deceitful and ironic speech acts. However, no

studies to date have directly compared neural activation during the comprehension of

these pragmatic phenomena. We used fMRI to investigate the existence of common and

specific neural circuits underlying the comprehension of the same speech act, uttered with

different communicative intentions, i.e., of being sincere, deceitful or ironic. In particular,

the novelty of the present study is that it explores the existence of a specific cerebral area

involved in the recognition of irony versus deceit. We presented 23 healthy participants

with 48 context stories each followed by a target sentence. For each story we designed

different versions eliciting, respectively, different pragmatic interpretations of the same

target sentence e literal, deceitful or ironice. We kept the semantic and syntactic

complexity of the target sentence constant across the conditions. Our results showed that

the recognition of ironic communicative intention activated the left temporo-parietal

junction (lTPJ), the left inferior frontal gyrus (lIFG), the left middle frontal gyrus (lMFG),

the left middle temporal gyrus (lMTG), and the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (lDLPFC).

Comprehension of deceitful communicative intention activated the lIFG, the lMFG, and the

lDLPFC. fMRI analysis revealed that a left fronto-temporal networkeincluding the inferior

frontal gyrus (IFG), the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and the middle frontal gyrus

(MFG)eis activated in both irony and deceit recognition. The original result of the present

investigation is that the lMTG was found to be more active in the comprehension of ironic

versus deceitful communicative intention, thus suggesting its specific role in irony

recognition. To conclude, our results showed that common cerebral areas are recruited in

the comprehension of both pragmatic phenomena, while the lMTG has a key role in the

recognition of ironic versus deceitful communicative intention.
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1. Introduction

The aim of the paper was to investigate the neural correlates

involved in the recognition of the same speech act uttered

with different communicative intentions, that is, of being

sincere, deceitful or ironic. More in detail, we wanted to

investigate the existence of a specific neural correlate

involved in the comprehension of the same speech act,

uttered with the communicative intention of being ironic

versus deceitful.

Pragmatic ability, i.e., the use of language in a specific

context (Levinson, 1983) requires the listener to do more than

merely decode the literal sense, and involves inferential pro-

cesses in order to fill the gap that often exists between the

literal meaning and the speaker's communicative intention

(Bara, 2010; Bosco, Bono& Bara 2017; Grice, 1991; Searle, 1979).

The ability to correctly infer the communicative intention that

lies beyond a specific speech act is a key process in human

communication, since it allows people to distinguish among

the possible alternative interpretations of the same utterance.

A classical example is irony: a person could say [1] “What a

brilliant performance!”, [a] sincerely to communicate to his

partner that he performed brilliantly, or alternatively [b]

ironically, to underline that his partner's performance was

disastrous, or also in order to deceive, if he thinks the per-

formance was a disaster but he has personal reasons for lying.

Thus the same statement could be sincere, ironic or deceitful

according to the context in which it is proffered (Bara, 2010;

Bosco & Bucciarelli, 2008).

Irony has traditionally been defined as a non-literal form of

communication whereby the speaker implies the opposite of

what he says (Grice, 1975; Searle, 1979), as in [2] “What a

beautiful day” uttered while it's raining. Thus a distinctive

element characterizing irony is the presence of a contrast

between what a speaker literally says and her private

knowledge, and in order to understand irony a listener has to

understand such contrast (Bara, 2010; Bosco & Bucciarelli,

2008). The notion of irony is close to that of sarcasm, even

though the latter is considered to be more bitter and caustic,

and is usually directed against an individual (Gibbs, 1986).

Sarcasm is thus generally considered a stronger form of verbal

irony used to indirectly convey the speaker's criticism of a

victim, which is able to provoke in the listener a negative

attitude such as scorn or contempt (McDonald, 1999;

McDonald & Pearce, 1996).

In the present investigation we considered all forms of

irony and did not specifically focus on sarcasm. However,

given the relationship between the two pragmatic phenom-

ena we also took studies focusing on sarcasm into

consideration.

Some authors have argued that the ability to infer the

speaker'smental states, i.e., the theory ofmind (ToM, Premack

&Woodruff, 1978), is necessary to identify the ironical attitude

expressed by a speaker (Sperber & Wilson, 2002). The rela-

tionship between ToM and irony is still not completely clear in

the current literature: some studies have found this associa-

tion (Happ�e, 1993), whereas others have not or have observed

that it can be partially mediated by other cognitive functions,

such as executive functions (Martin&McDonald, 2005;Mo, Su,

Chan,& Liu, 2008). Furthermore, several studies have reported

that irony is more difficult to comprehend and to produce

than a literal statement, due to the high inferential load that

processing irony requires (Bosco, Angeleri, Colle, Sacco, &

Bara, 2013; Bosco, Angeleri, Sacco, & Bara, 2015; Colle et al.,

2013; Honan, McDonald, Gowland, Fisher, & Randall, 2015;

McDonald et al., 2014; Parola et al., 2016; Shany-Ur et al., 2012).

Recent neuroimaging studies have shown that the recog-

nition of communicative intention during the comprehension

of a speech act is a high level process that recruits extended

cerebral networks (e.g., Bara, Ciaramidaro, Walter, &

Adenzato, 2011; Jang et al., 2013; Rapp, Mutschler, & Erb,

2012; Schnell et al., 2016; Shibata, Toyomura, Itoh, & Abe,

2010; Spotorno, Koun, Prado, Van Der Henst, & Noveck, 2012;

Uchiyama et al., 2012). In particular, in the last decade an

increasing number of studies have explored the neural basis

of irony comprehension. Uchiyama et al. (2006) found prom-

inent activation in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), in the

middle temporal gyrus (MTG) and in the medial prefrontal

cortex (mPFC) during irony recognition. The authors inter-

preted activation in the mPFC as being related to mentalizing

activity, and activation in the inferior frontal regions andMTG

as being related to activity in the semantic-executive system

engaged in semantic retrieval, selection and evaluation during

sentence comprehension. Shibata et al. (2010) also observed

activations in the mPFC and MTG/superior temporal sulcus

(STS) during irony comprehension tasks, confirming the role

of these regions in high-order linguistic processing. Spotorno

et al. (2012) found irony recognition to be associated with ac-

tivity in several areas pertaining to the mentalizing network

(Frith & Frith, 2006), i.e., MPFC, temporal-parietal junction

(TPJ) and the precuneus. The authors also found that irony

activated the IFG, MTG and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

(DLPFC), which they suggested was related to the high exec-

utive demands and integrative processes involved in the

comprehension of complex forms of language. As a whole,

these studies have shown that understanding irony is a

demanding process involving a cerebral network that includes

several fronto-temporal and fronto-parietal areas, as

confirmed by recent meta-analyses (Bohrn, Altmann, &

Jacobs, 2012; Rapp et al., 2012).

Deceit has been defined as an intentional attempt to

modify the listener's mental state in order to create a false

belief (Perner, 1991). A deceitful speech act is an insincere

form of communication, in which a speaker utters something

that she privately thinks is untrue. To distinguish deceit, the

listener has to recognize the contrast between the speaker's
utterance and the real state of affairs (Bara, 2010; Bosco &

Bucciarelli, 2008), and make inferences about the speaker's
actual beliefs. For this reason it has been associated with the

ability to attribute mental states, i.e., a ToM (Winner,

Brownell, Happ�e, Blum, & Pincus, 1998).

However, difficulties exhibited by typically developed

children in recognizing deceit seem to be not only related to

ToM ability, but also to the cognitive load that comprehension

of deceitful speech acts requires. Indeed, successful recogni-

tion of deceit involves the ability to manage conflicting rep-

resentations, due to the presence of a contrast between what

the speaker says and her private knowledge, and inhibitory

control (Bosco & Bucciarelli, 2008; Dennis, Purvis, Barnes,
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